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Frontway is a young and creative expression of the design agency, is committed to creating both 
artistic and practical furniture design. Unique design thinking and years of design experience are their 
advantages. "Love, openness, freedom and curiosity" are the reasons why Fronway maintains a high 
standard of design and production. 

"Positive, always forward" is the core spirit of Frontway. We will always advocate and practice this 
positive and optimistic attitude towards work and life. 
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School Space 

Powerful compatibility makes the Harper series negotiation table widely used in a variety of scenarios.  
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Multiple 

Choice. 

25MM thick high density board countertop, 
fashionable and simple lower bevel design, 
both generous and practical. Our team 
pays close attention to every detail with rich 
experience and professional knowledge. 
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The Harper series negotiation table impresses people with its 
stability and perfect design. 
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1 .5mm thickness Square tube base frame, coated with German Oxyplast 
powder. 
The V-shaped Dia1 5mm solid inclined rod design not only strengthen the 
overall firmness and stability of the table, but also increase the decorative 
and ornamental properties, perfectly Integration. 
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Design®IT' 

Bruce High 

Design Background 

Bruce High is the founder of High Design Limited in the UK where he has designed many successful world class products for 
the world's leading commercial furniture manufacturers over the past 30 years. Understanding the client's market and ideas, and 
combining creativity with simplicity, are the keys to his successful and enduring designs. 

Designing "Cove" is about establishing a balance between human interaction and the surrounding environment. From the beginning 
of the project, Bruce believed that it was important for him that design should make you feel free from distractions and able to focus, 
but at the same time not feel too closed off from your environment and colleagues. 

The aesthetics of the "Cove" chair and the form of the human body are combined to support the user in a comfortable position 
to both relax and focus. optional writing tablet design help to provide a stable platform to work. The use of materials such as the 
laminated wood shell was chosen for its visual warmth and natural tactile qualities. 
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Work+ Cooperation 

After studying the sitting posture of human body when reading, and fully considering the integration 
with the use environment, "COVE" chair with good wrapping and wide design.Armrest support can 
give users a very good experience , plus practical small tablet , it becomes a good set of personal 
office, leisure and entertainment, reading Ideal space for meditation. 
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Museum 

For us, a chair means not only the highest quality, but also flexibility in terms of 
color, material and finish. We are ready to meet any challenge and look forward 
to implementing your ideas. 
Frontway's products have a clear design language, high functionality and a 
timeless aesthetic. With experience and expertise, we are pleased to assist you 
in your project. 
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Custom-made 
Harper series negotiation table has rich peripheral supporting facilities, flexible combination ways, 
can well meet the needs of various large and small use scenarios, such as reception, conference 
discussion, academic research, brainstorming, activity salon and so on. 
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Coffee Book 

Harper, an elegant table with a simple four-legged frame; In varying heights , tabletop designs 
and sizes , it stands out for a successful combination of practicality and lightness. 
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Table feet using imported non-section of ash wood, surface 
coated with imported environmental protection wood wax oil, 
natural environmental protection and clear texture. 
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Pleasure 
• 

IS 

like air. 

Rock series stool is sprayed on the surface of high density sponge with 
international leading medical grade environmental protection liquid leather. 
It is scratch-resistant, wear-resistant, waterproof and antifouling.  It is both 
portable and has considerable bearing force. 

- -----
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Ene is a multi-purpose stool with swing and lift functions, which has three 
functions of utility, entertainment and sports. From material selection to 
structural arrangement,  from style to functional assembly, we have many 
different styles of series, to plan a reasonable office environment for you, 
and to create the highest work efficiency in the effective time. 
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Bamni series bar chair is satisfying practical function fully at the same time, qualitative structure, appearance 
design also had further development, with human nature, individualization will reflect its elegant and easy, 
comfortable and convenient characteristic. Intimate handle design, easy to move, solid wood chassis and 

hardware chassis are optional. 
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Office Space 
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Attitude Decides 
Everything. 

Harper series the creative fashion design of the negotiation table allows you 
to focus and think clearly and carefully. Convenient and practical, beautiful 
and flexible, at any time to fly the meeting passion! 
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Public Space 
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A variety of options 

Specially made 20MM thickness one-time mold 

plate table , in order to avoid Discomfort caused 

by the embarrassment at the table for a long 

time, The side design of the humanistic care arc 

has the support of spreading the elbow. 
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Harper Table Size, Style  

-

T0095A 
2400*1000*1050mm 

T0095B 
2400*1150*750mm 

Table top board  

arced plywood edge board ( 01) 

-

T0095A 
1800*1000*1050mm 

-

T0095B 
2400*1000*750mm 

-

T0095A 
1800*800*1050mm 

Table base color 

plain bevel edge board ( 02 ) color : white ( standard )

-

T0095A 
2400*800*1050mm 

color : black ( customize option ) 

Wooden legs color  Top board color  

color: nature wood color 
(standard) 

TV Wall  

Kama 
LF79 
1500*2100*400mm 
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color : black 
( customize option )  

Kama 
LF79 
1100*2100*400mm 

- -

color : white 
(standard) 

color : black 
( customize option ) 

color : nature wood color 
( customize option l 

Bookcase 

Pampas  
T0091HS 
2400*370*1970mm 

Pampas  
T0091 LS 
2400*370*900mm 

Seat Series  

Shire  
P386BL 
420*400*940mm 

Ene 
F096 
460*440-530mm 

Cove  
P732 
87*85*99mm 

Tea Table Series 

557 
55*55*56mm 

Bamni  
P607-1 
420*500*870mm 

Rock
F123 
350*350*350mm 

Grande  
A9001 
795*767*800mm 

540 
40*60mm 

Bamni  
P607-2 
420*500*870mm 

Rock 
F124 
350*350*350mm 

Purus  
A9013  
2700*2000*730mm 

561 
40*35*63mm 
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Red 
F078 
330*600-850mm 

Napo 
80250 
760*450*410mm 

Purus  
A9013-A  
2000*700*730mm 
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